INTEGRATING PURCHASE TO PAY SEAMLESSLY AND SECURELY

BASWARE PURCHASE TO PAY INTEGRATION DELIVERS PEACE OF MIND. IT OVERCOMES THE INTEROPERABILITY CHALLENGES FOUND IN TYPICAL IT ENVIRONMENTS BY INTEGRATING SEAMLESSLY AND SECURELY WITH OVER 250 ERP SYSTEMS. INTEGRATION TO SINGLE SIGN-ON AND ARCHIVING SOLUTIONS ENABLES STRAIGHTFORWARD USER ADMINISTRATION AND COMPLIANCE WITH DATA RETENTION POLICIES. SUPPORT FOR MULTIPLE ERP SYSTEMS ENABLES INTEGRATED PURCHASE TO PAY AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE PROCESSES ACROSS THE ENTIRE COMPANY.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Corporations with numerous processes and one or more ERP systems, know that integration can be a huge challenge. Integration typically requires expensive, complex and time-consuming IT projects.

Basware solves these integration challenges. Over 30 years of integration experience enables Basware solutions to communicate seamlessly with other business applications in your IT environment. Basware Purchase to Pay integration simplifies the complexity of enterprise IT systems and frees resources to address true business challenges and opportunities.

RAPID DEPLOYMENT WITH TEMPLATES
Basware overcomes the interoperability challenges typically found in IT environments. Basware Purchase to Pay easily integrates with over 250 ERP systems. Integration between Basware Purchase to Pay and ERP systems is seamless, secure, and cost-effective.

By repurposing templates containing configurations and parameters defined in a high-level expression language, rapid deployment is efficiently achieved. IT resources can be focused on business processes instead of technical details.

Integration guides developed with major ERP vendors (including SAP, Oracle and Microsoft) ensure that Basware Purchase to Pay is compatible today and in the future.

FLEXIBILITY AND SIMPLICITY FOR MULTI-ERP ENVIRONMENTS
Basware Purchase to Pay is ideal for multi-ERP environments. It pulls master data from different ERPs to be used throughout the purchase-to-pay process. This master data includes supplier-related information, accounting data (including account codes), VAT codes, and exchange rates. The integration scope also contains organizational information such as business units, users, approval limits, and related cost centers.

Organizations can opt to access this and much more in real time, or synchronize the information with Basware Purchase to Pay according to a set schedule.

POWERFUL ROUTING HUB WITH DOCUMENT TRANSFORMATION
Business documents or master data in one business application often does not fit the format required by another. In these cases, the information is transformed.

In environments with multiple business systems, Basware Purchase to Pay uses our custom-designed
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BENEFITS OF BASWARE INTEGRATION
• Peace of mind from a certified and proven solution
• Reduced complexity using integration templates for customer ERP, Cloud-ERP and supporting IT systems
• Flexibility and simplicity working with complex, multi-ERP environments
• Quick and simple integration to third party punch-out web shops

KEY FEATURES
• Proven integration with over 250 different ERPs
• Certified integration with SAP
• Integration guides for major ERPs such as Microsoft and Oracle
• Integrates seamlessly into complex multi-ERP environments
• Rich data transformation, routing, and data enrichment
middleware, Basware AnyERP, as the routing hub for business transactions. It also transforms and enriches documents between Basware Purchase to Pay, and any number of ERPs and e-procurement systems.

Basware Purchase to Pay uses Basware AnyERP to connect to the rest of the organization’s application landscape. Customers preparing to move their ERP to the cloud can also choose to use integration platforms (iPaaS) to connect Basware Purchase to Pay to their business applications. Both options enable flexible changes to IT systems, since fewer connections need to be rebuilt.

EASE OF ACCESS TO ARCHIVED INVOICES
Business policies and/or regulations often require that business documents and associated metadata are stored on media located within a country. Basware customers can download a data extract and store it on local storage media. The data extract includes all required business documents and associated metadata.

EFFORTLESS ELECTRONIC PURCHASING AND SUPPLIER COLLABORATION
Integrating suppliers into the purchase-to-pay process makes collaboration easier. Suppliers can provide electronic catalogs via punch-out web shops, or by hosting catalogs on Basware’s marketplace. Updates to hosted catalogs become available to buyers as suppliers make changes.

Suppliers can receive purchase orders, and confirm and manage changes to orders electronically through the Basware Network. Electronic collaboration reduces the cost of doing business with suppliers and accelerates the purchasing process.

WHY CHOOSE BASWARE
• Go paperless with the Basware Network – achieve 100% e-invoices from day one
• Portfolio of solutions to automate Accounts Payable incrementally, or all at once, resulting in savings and new profit opportunities
• Global delivery with multi-language, multi-currency, multi-company and multi-ERP support
• Basware solutions are based on insights and best practices from over 30 years of working with over a million users worldwide

SUMMARY
Basware’s P2P integration ensures the flow of accurate data across key business solutions, and more efficiently leverages existing IT support services. It provides easy visibility and access to critical information. With Basware Purchase to Pay, businesses gain unified access to the P2P process to enable faster purchase to pay processes, better working capital management, and increased bottom line performance.

ABOUT BASWARE
Basware is the global leader in providing purchase-to-pay solutions, e-invoicing and innovative financing services. Basware’s commerce and financing network connects businesses around the globe. As the largest open business network in the world, Basware provides scale and reach for organizations of all sizes, enabling them to grow their business and unlock value across their operations by simplifying and streamlining financial processes. Small and large companies around the world achieve significant cost savings, more flexible payment terms, greater efficiencies and closer relationships with their suppliers.
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